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                                                Responsible Party Doctrine 

 

Remnant Highway,PMA as a private membership association within the peremptory norms and 

customary international law in accordance with the Law of Nations published by Vattel in 1758 and the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and under Bilateral social compact have the obligation to remain 

responsible as to perform the obligations in the enforcement of rights.   

A negative right being not to impose and or infringe a right as opposed to a positive right that in the 

performance of an obligation enforces a right under agreement. The trustees, agents and clients alike in 

all Trustee Membership, Agent Membership and Client Membership shall perform on all obligations, 

duties and responsibilities as to have a fair and equal status that will have mutual friendship and 

reciprocity for jure gestonis for this private membership association to capitalize in an open and free 

market.  

All members agree upon membership, that in the imposition if a right held so sacred to break, or refusal 

to perform on an obligation this membership and the bilateral social compact agreement is meant to 

secure, that the member will disqualify membership and depending on the severity of the nature of the 

rights in violation, liability to suit in all due process as to public and private international law.  

 

 

 

Signature __________________                   Date____________ 
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                         Certification  

 
Acknowledgment  

 

I,__________________,Secretary, certify under the penalties of bearing false witness under this 

PMA and the laws thereof, do acknowledge that everything written here is correct and accurate 

to the best of the Secretary’s knowledge and belief.  

 

Remnant Highway,PMA Responsible Party Doctrine- Official Record and certification recorded 

on the day of ___ in the month of___________ in the year of______, in the time of ______ 

 

File Name- RHPMA-Responsible Party Doctrine 

File Number- RHPMA-0308162021 

 

Certified Copy of Recorded Document 

 

This is a true and exact reproduction of the document officially recorded and placed on file in the 

office of Remnant Highway,PMA.  

 

This copy is not valid unless it display the file name and number, the logo and signature of the 

Secretary.  
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